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This has_been a broad investigation of physiological and :“ppholog] charges
produced by 1317 in the thyroids of animals and man. Tre work <7 began =2
1949 under anAEC contract at the Massachusetts General Hospital, Bosto _Tthe

under that contract. In 1951 the principal investigator moved to Case Weste=zn Reserve:
' University where the present contract began.

Various types of observations have been in progress at the same
to the variability and availability of special clinical opportunities
te the use of 1317, owing to the necessary time intervals between
observations on animals and in man, and owing to acute demands on re
when unique opportunities arose, efforts have been directed in diff
depending on the circumstances that existed. The personnel engaged in
continually occupied with different aspects of the project depending on
of circumstances. Indeed, the collection of material from irradiated
and the study of these individuals has extended over many years in to collect
enough data to permit satisfactory conclusions. We mist be contimually fooled wp to
go into detailed study each time an opportunity arises, but remain occupfed with cther
more elective animal studies when circumstances are not pressing.

The study of the morphologic changes grew out of the first observations on ah,
treated thyroids in man. A good many years were spent developing vari methods of

t a tecolumn and paper chromatography for the separation of iodinated compo
when these methods were not available. These methods were used to stuity
changes in the amounts of these compounds in blood and in thyroid tissue]in normal anc
irradiated thyroids. Extensive and detailed observations were made by
on selected patients at the time of 151I therapy, and the information
reference as follow-up information was cbtained on these individuals th

 



 A variety of long term studies on animals have simultaneously beerj in progress
to determine the potentialities of irradiated cells with respect to glahdular function,

to nuclear structure, to changes in capacity for cell division, to neopfasm formation,
and to the life of the cell that is crippled by radiation. These obs ations have
led to information useful in recent national population studies on Tjexposure. The
various studies supported by this contract are briefly described in the paragraphs =
that follow:

The Development and Use of Column Chromatography for the Separation of [odinated

Amino Acids

  

  

 

  

   

   
  

A method for measuring the formation and disappearance of iodinate
in thyroids was desirable not only to study the normal steps in the syn
thyroid hormone but to observe the effects of radiation on those steps synthesis
and on thyroid function in general.

When starch column chromatography of amino acids was first describe
Stein and Moore in 1948, the principal investigator, while still in Boston, attempted
to modify this technique so that it might be applied to the quantitative
of iodinated amino acids. It was about the time that this method of sejaration,

of chuematomraphic separation was tested ina large variety of experime
the absolute identification of the iodinated amino acids, the completene
separation of the compounds and the reproducibility of the separations. There
iodine Lata lengthy period of study on the possibility of interchange of [the i

took place. a erent deal of tine and offort was then devoted to toying © find means
of inhibiting this interchange without otherwise altering the nature of
samples. Sodium thiosulfate proved to be an effective inhibitor of iodifhe interchange.
This was later supplanted by thiouracil, but in the process of exploring] these
problems the entire solvent system was changed to an alkaline medium whifh when used
with starch columns proved to be a more satisfactory but extremely laborjous method
of separating iodinated compounds. By careful adjustment of the ratios ff the
constituents of the solvent and the addition of a small amount of the ucing agent,
it was possible to separate thyroxine, iodide, monoidotyrosine and diiodbtyrosine
quite effectively and interchange of the label did not occur during fracfionation.
See attached Figure 1. Collection of eluent in 2 ml volumes from starch}colums
permitted the separation of the compounds by as much as 20 milliliters of solvent. The
reproducibility of the separation on starch columns wes preven by reruming single
labeled compourdis, previously recovered, with other unlabeled compounds fo determine
under what circumstances complete recover failed or interchange of the Jsotopic iodine
in compounds occurred.

By using this method, two unknown compounds were repeatedly found ig thyroid
tissue. Formore than 2 years efforts were made to identify the largest]and seemingly
most important of the 2 unknowns which was repeatedly found on each frac#ionation
of thyroid tissue. When Gross and Pitt-Rivers described 3, 5, 3-triiodofhyronine on
paper chromatograms, our "Unknown #1" proved to be this compound.  



Study of the Hydrolysis of Thyroid Tissue for the Quantitative Recovery of] Iodinated
Compounds

A method of removing the iodinated compounds frem thyroid tissue as preliminary   

   

  

   

 
labeled thyroid tissue and other types of tissue. This was done to test t
of the recovery of each iodinated compound under controlled conditions. A]reducing
agent was added to the hydrotysis to inhibit interchange of iodine atoms during the
precess of hydrolysis. I remained bound to each of the original c
the exception that as much as 17% of 151] in thyroxine might be freed as 1
thyroxine was exposed to the hydrolysis of thyroid tissue. The compourd,

hydrolysis. Triiodcothyronine sometimes represented as much as 20% of the fotal yield
of iodinated compounds from tissue.

The methods which were developed were used to quantitatively study
synthesis of thyroid hormone in thyroid tissue when 1317 had been given as label
to rabbits. The work utilizing this method of separation of iodinated acids
was published in 1953.

Dobyns, B.M., and Barry, S.R.: The Isclation of Icdinated Amino Acids Thyroid
Tissue by Means of Starch Colum Chromatography? J. Biol. Chem. 204: 417-5
September, 1953.

This report described the quantitative changes in the i dide ¢and iodin pred
compounds in the id as time sed following a dose of T given to rpbbits.
It also Soneieaesa of thepreceding 3 years on the development of the
the reproducibility of the results, the identification of the campounds andj their
individual stability in the system, and the nature and control of the hydrofysis of
thyroid tissue. The biological turnover of iodine was illustrated in rabbi
studying the thyroid at various intervals of time after 1311 had heen give
attached Figure 2. Although the iodide fraction contained a large amount o
and the thyroxine fraction contained very little, the icdide and thyroxine
shifted in favor of the thyroxine with the passage of time. The mono- and fiiodo
fractions were major sites of 131I in the gland during both the early and lite periods
of observation. The prompt observance and thereafter steady state of the ifotope in
‘the mono— and diiodotyrosine fraction prompted the hypothesis that mono- ang
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somewhat more separation of thyroxine and triiodothyronine than did the sta
and was therefore used for this purpose in some experiments. A great deal
was devoted to resolving the forerunning mixture of unseparated substances. However,
this proved fruitless and the method was abandoned.

 



 The Use of lc Labeled Tyrosine to Explore the Synthesis of Thyroid Hormone

The 131r studies dealing with the synthesis of iodinated unds in Fabbits
led to additional work attempting to use a second isotope. Same J4c labeleli tyrosine
with the label in the carboxyl position was incubated with thyroid slices ih a nutrient
solution to study the sequence of the synthesis of thyroid hormone. As expected, the

l'tc labeled tyrosine was recovered in its original form in the thyroid tisaghe slices
but none of the l4c was found in the mono- or diiodotyrosine fractions. It[was
surprising then that some of the 1c appeared in the thyroxine and triiodothyronine
fractions recovered from these slices. Because of the longstanding and unipersally
attractive theory that the synthesis of thyroxine is accomplished by the combination
of two icdotyrosine molecules, this apparent by-passing of mono- and diicdotyrosine
to form thyroxine was unexpected. See attached Figure 3. It should be poifhted out that
the yields of l4c in the thyroxine and triiodothyronine fractions were very smll but
Significant. This was reported in the discussion of the paper by Gross andj Pitt-Rivers
at the Laurentian Hormone Conference in September, 1953.

Dobyns, B.M. In discussion of a paper by J. Gross and R. Pitt-Rivers. bid Hormone
Physiology and Biochemistry. Triiodothyronine in Relation to Thyroid Physiblogy.
Recent Progress in Hormone Research 10: 119-121 Academic Press, 1954.

Although the experiment demonstrating the phenomenon of tyrosine by-pabsing of the
mono-— and diicdotyrosine to form thyroxine had been successfully repeated before the
observation was reported, it was looked upon by others with same skepticism} The
experiment has since been performed a total of 7 times confirming the synthbsis of a
small amount of thyroxine from tyrosine without forming mono- or diiocdctyropine fram
the labeled tyrosine. These incubation experiments have been performed usilhg i3ly
to label iodide and l4c +6 label the tyrosine in the same incubation experiments. ‘The
two isotopes were counted in the various fractionated samples and their distribution
determined by first counting the 15ly and then permitting all of this isotope to decay
and then counting the l4¢, ‘see attached Fi 4. The 131I iodine was_abupdant in the
mono- and diiodotyrosine but there was no 1%¢ in these compournis. The l4c sine
again appeared in the thyroxine and triiodothyronine fractions in small but] significant
amounts .

Paper Chromatography of Iodinated Campounds

Although it was possible to completely separate the iodinated compoundg by the
starch column method developed and described, it was so laborious that it rpquired
almost a week to run a single separation and count all of the samples from ft. It
was therefore_impossible to use this method of separation for a series of simples.
containing 131; and collected over a period of hours or a few days because 2 small.
amount of isotope in iodinated campounds decayed before it could be measurefi accurately.

During and following the development of the starch colum chromatography, paper
chromatography gained increasing popularity. Our method of paper chromatogrep
was developed as a quantitative method using a butanol-dioxane—ammonia solvpnt in a2
descending fashion. This we developed for our own use from one of the two Bteps of the
two dimensional paper chromatography originally described by LeBlond and Grpss. This
general pattern became very popular and was widely used.

The paper method using butanol as a principal ingredient of the solvenk in an
acid medium was extensively studied in our laboratory because it was rapid Bnd seemed
reasonably quantitative. Much time was spent studying this method as it wak being
used by others. In the light of our experience with the acid medium used originally



in the starch columns, it seemed necessary to determine the circumstances
introduced variability in the paper system. Interchange of the isotopic
label again proved to be a serious objection to the method when an acid m@dium
was used. The shift to ammonia in a butanol solvent resolved problems of Jinterchange.

 

 

   

  

   

 

   

   

   

      

   

solubility of water in butanol. The removal of excess water (by separatidn) at the
lower temperature and the return of the solution to room temperature made
chromatography procedure very reproducible. The separation of all the
compounds was surprisingly clean.

determinations on the serum and urine of a patient in a period of a few we
led to a very extensive study of serial quantitative chromatograms on blocf
days and weeks after a treatment dose of 151I had been given. These studies will be
described in a later section of this report.

Cellular Changes in Human Thyroids Treatedwith 1317

During the late 1940's the responsible investigator became interest
bizarre mucleatforms found in thyroids of some patients who had previous
treated with Since the responsible investigator is a surgeon,
a unique Sprortunity to procure samples of previously irradiated thyroids ufder very
strict experimental conditions, indication for surgery usually being the refoval of
residual masses. With the timing of the procurement of the sample followi
doses of 131] and the analyses being carried out in the laboratory under
of the same person who designed the experimental protocol and procured the
tissue, it has been possible not only to obtain, with precise timing, tissug
out special histological techniques but also to observe the synthesis of th
hormone by these irradiated glands. At the time of the move from Boston tofCleveland
a total of 29 tmman thyroid tissues had been collected. Although much of the work had
been done under the former contract in Boston, the preparation of the materjal and of
the publication was accomplished later. The most important observation in fhis study
of radiation effects was the large, bizarre nuclear forms that appeared in fhe human
thyroids long after the radiation fron 131I was gone.

P Supervision
samples of

Dobyns, B.M., Vickery, A.L., Maloof, F., and Chapman, E.M.: Functional and[Histological
Effects of Therapeutic Doses of Radioactive Iodine on ths Thyroid of Man. gf. Clin.
Endocrinol. & Metab. 13: 548-567, 1953.

Early Radiation Experiments to Study Changes in Cellular Structure and Function in
Animals

   

 

  

    

  
  

 
When the bizarre nuclear forms were first discovered in man, animal e

were designed to observe long and short term effects of radiation in thyroi
given various doses of 131,.° More than 200 young rats were injected with v.
doses of 1317 ranging from 1 pe to 300 uc. The uptakes were determined, an
subsequent functional nature of the thyroids studied. This study became
effort of Dr. Farahe Maloof who was a co-worker and now the head of the th
laboratory of the Massachusetts General Hospital. Graded impairment to
demonstrated in the animals. See Figure 5. The two mst interesting histo
in these thyroids following irradiation were a persistent increase in cell
thyroid epitheliun even in the slightly irradiated giands and the bizarre n
as had been seen in some of the human material. The increase in cell height], which was

thought to reflect an endogenous stimulus from the animal's pituitary resulting from



 subtle functional aypairmeni t, was present for ls years following doses of
50, and 100 ne of 131] to animals.
thyroids failed to enlarge in response to the administration of thiouracil
spite of the increase in cell height. The bizarre nuclear forms became ap
after the administration of the thiouracil. Such changes were produced in
that had received 5 pic and were accentuated in animals that had received 2
100 pe. The results of these studies were published.

Maloof, F., Dobyns, B.M., and Vickery, A.L.: The Effects of Various Doses
Radioactive Iodine on the Function and Structure of the Thyroid of the Rat.
Endocrinol. 50: 612-638, June, 1952.

Morphulogical Changes in the Nucleus of Rat Thyroids Following131 Radiati 
One of the primary objectives from very early in this contract has

the nature of the large irregular hyperchromatic nuclei in irradiated
numbers of rats were placed on an iodine deficient diet for a mumber of da
given various single doses of 131] to study muclear changes in a variety o
previously observed, changes appeared in several months and were accentuat
administration of thiouracil. The impairment to the glandular enlargement
usually produced by the administration of thiouracil, was again evident fo
of isl, which were not large enough to cause architectural distortion. By
frequent observations it became evident that the impairment to enlargement
in the mildly irradiated gland surprisingly did not occur promptly after 1
been given but occurred after a considerable lapse of time, long after the

vanished from the gland. See attached Figure 5. The appearance of abuncs
nuclear forms and the inability of the gland to enlarge on thiouracil se
temporally related. These opservations supported our belief that the irre
forms represented preparation for but thwarted attempts at cell division.
of hypertrophy was suspected to be a consequerce.

In order to explore this possibility, animals were divided into sev
depending on the radiation which they had received and were given colchici
attempt was made to determine a mitotic index in the previously irradiated
animals treated in various ways with thiouracil and colchicine. Unfortuna
mitoses seemed to be either sufficiently infrequent or unidentifiable so
experiments did not yield conclusive results as to the frequency of mitose
more extensive studies of nuclear change will be described.

Observations on the Biochemical Changes Resulting from a Single Therapeutic
4917 in Man

Early in this project enormous amounts of time were devoted to collect
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detailed data, especially kinetic data, on selected patients who were give

therapy for hyperthyroidism. Only selected patients could be used because
enormous amount of time required for the study of a single patient. The s
clinical effects of 131y therapy have been ultimately measured against a
background of data on each individual patient. It was hoped that in this
might be possible to find explanations for the great variation in the re
different patients to this therapy. The responsible investigator is in
131+ therapy, as well as other forms of therapy for hyperthyroidism at Cle
Metropolitan General Hospital. There has thus been an opportunity to stud
patient in great detail and to organize all studies in a predetermined fa
the largest amount of information could be obtained from each patient, whe
treated surgically or with 131, .

  

   
  

    

  



 
The following is a brief outline of the observations made on these patfents:

1) To determine the amount of the treatment dose taken up by the thyrpid, and
ith almost_dai:ly thyroidal measurements, determine the character of the diskppearance
urve of Sly from the gland.

2) To follow the concentrations of 151r in the serum at the same inte}vals as
he above observations were being made on the disappearance from the glard.

3) To determine the amount of 131] extractable (with water saturated butanol)
rom the serum.

4) To prepare serial quantitative chromatograms to show the amounts of various
odinated compounds in whole serum and in extracts of serum (hours, days and
ollowing the administration of the treatment dese. These serial observatio 

   
   

  

   

    
  

   

    

     

hat are induced by the radiation.

5) To determine the subsequent function of the irradiated gland by

f t31y uptake and hormone production and to relate these to the pretreatmen

6) To mike observations on the suppression of circulating lymphocytes
ytes each time the above observations on blood were made. This was done o
ears of the study.

7) To relate the bicchemical data to the effect of the total dose of

alivered and to the ultimate clinical course of the disease.

The rise and fall of various compounds (such as thyroxine and triiocdo
he appearance of certain other compounds (such as mono-iodotyrosine, diicd
nd thyroglobulin), after the treatment dose reflected not oly the effect o
adiation, but also probably reflected the features of the abnormal physiolo
isease before the radiation effect becomes significant. Retrospectively,
atterns of iodinated compounds in the blood, the alterations in rate of re
adicactivity from degraded thyroxine to the thyroid, and the subsequent testi
he functional capacity of the gland permitted an analysis of what had oc

Because of the large amount of labor involved in the study of each pat
his study, only selected individuals were used. During the early part of tii
he personnel on the study devoted almost all their time to these studies.
s the cther long term studies have evolved, more selectivity of patients
total of about 2,500 chromatograms have been prepared on approximately 225
serially studied over the course of about 15 years. These very extensive da
ot only been analyzed but also stored for reference and reviewed from time time in
he light of subsequent clinical developments in these patients. Many of findings
re related to other observations described under this contract.

ontribution of the 1311 Kinetics Data of the Public Health Service Follow-uq] Study
 

When the United States Public Health Service undertook a follow-up study of a
arge number of 1311 treated patients in various centers particularly interedted in
hyroid disease, the responsible investigator of this contract was asked to eon
he protocol committee and subsequently became chairman of that committee.
aboratory became one of the 19 centers in that study. In the course of the feview of
ata accumulated at various centers, it was found that there was considerable variation



1 the extent of the observations that had been made on +4+1-treated patienfs.
Lthough percent uptake of the treatment dose, estimate of gland weight, and
iecks of urinary excretion were often obtained, detailed data for better

canding the kinetics of the 131; such as the long term sequential observatgons on
shavior of 131z in the gland, the changing levels of radioactivity in the Hlood

   

   

   

   

   

   

    
   

   

   

  

  

  

   

   

   

 
rtivity etc., were usually not available. Because neither the observationg nor the
»thods of making the cbservations were uniform among the institutions, it
>» Make comparisons based on fragmentary data between patients in different
: therefore seemed desirable to try to discover patterns of response from complete
ita on a few patients so that reasonable predictions could be made for misging data
1 otherwise similar patients on which only incomplete data were available.
‘tailed data which had been assembled in our laboratory over some years un this
i contract (including the long term follow-up data) were drawn on rather vily
it superficially in an effort to prepare models of kinetics in various clirfical
lerapeutic Situations. Data on sequential blood levels of 1317, disap e rates

 Sappearance of iodinated compounds in the circulation as they relate to tip clinical
‘fect were furnished. However, time has not permitted their use. Altho
eering committee has felt keenly that data where it might relate to kinetifks should
: tested thoroughly where the data were available, there have not been
‘quainted with the problem nor funds available to explore this area of the
udy. Dr. A. Bertrand Brill who was the USPHS physician and who originall
tional study is now at Vanderbilt and particularly interested in this a
tional study. To date direction of the national study has been toward le

 

and
oplasm development. More will be said of this later.

e Disappearance of 131; from the Thyroid Following a Therapeutic Dose of 1B1T

In general, there are three types of curves that describe the disa ance of a
erapeutic dose of 131t from the thyroid:

1) A rapid decline of 131I from the gland. This is seen where very e doses
1317 are given for the purpose of producing rapid complete destruction off the thyroid.

ry soon after a large dose of 1317 was given (days) the giand was unable trap
e 131I_iodide which became available from the degraded 1 1t_thyroxine in circulation

ter the loss of 181T is due to disintegration of the gland.

Occasionally the loss of thyroid function did not follow such a precipitous
cline in 131,, The serial quantitative chromatograms reveal that there occasional
tients who make thyroid hormone very rapidly and release it into the ci tion so
at much of the radiation effect is delivered in the circulation rather in the
yroid. This was shown by the_very rapid disappearance of 131T from the g and the
pearance of high levels of i3ly thyroxine circulating in the blood.

There were other patients who showed a steep decline in thyroidal radigactivity
t who did not show a favorable therapeutic response. In some of these sitjations

eticular patient was actually found to be producing more triiodothyronine
yeoxine. In this patient the serial chromatograms of urine also revealed qonsiderable
sunts of triiodothyronine. It subsequently became clear that triiodothyrogine was
t well bound to protein in the circulation and that considerable amounts of it spilled
t through the kidney. Thus the opportunity for this 1317 to return to the Ithyroid
3 lost. The extreme example of this phenomenon was observed in a patient
i therapeutic doses of I3lT (with a total of 26 quantitative chromato
2 hyperthyroidism was controlled.



 

 

  

  

 

obyns, B.M.: The Failure of Radioiodine Therapy Presumably Owing to Hi
viiedothyronine Production in a Patient with Severe Graves' Disease. Unpbblished.

These observations prompted an analysis of data from those patients which
here had been triiodothyronine found in the serial chromatograms. At thag time 27
f 52 patients studied had triiodothyronine in the circulation early in period of
bservation. Most of these were Graves' disease. Most were classified asJhaving
ore severe clinical manifestations of thyrotoxicosis and almost all displdyed a very
apid conversion of iodide to thyroxine. Triicdothyronine was also found a case of
oxic adenomatous goiter; in two patients there was a small functioning t of
hyroid tissue after an almost total thyroidectomy had been performed; and[two euthyroid
atients were treated for angina pectoris. These findings were sunmarized|in a
ublication.

enua, R.S., Dobyns, B.M., and Ninmer, A.: Triiodothyronine in the Serum d
reated with Radioactive Iodine.
ovember, 1955.

f Patients
J. Clin. Endocrinol. & Metab. iS: 1367-13478,

Another cause for rapid decline of 1311 from the thyroid is the prese
surces of 127] which will dilute the 111 when it is returned to the circ
tudy of this phenomenon was carried out by the deliberate administration

ases following the treatment dose. Contrary to expectation it did not alwhys produce
1e steep decline that was observed in some of the_patients who failed to

   
   

  

    

  
   

    

 

  

spond.
ibsequent. observations suggest that although the isly may be released the g
apidly and diluted out of the circulation by an excess of 127, | the exces 127
Low the actual release of hormone from the gland in Graves' disease. The pver-all

2) A high uptake followed by a very slow gradual decline of 1311 £
ayroid. This was the natural disappearance curve that represents the biolpbgical
imnoveor of iodine. This suggested that there was no disintegration of the] thyroid

com thyroxine . that has been used by the peripheral tissues. In spite of
Low type of disappearance curve, many thyrotoxic patients with this patt

yer quite a number of months. A prompt dramatic clinical improvement, fol
son after by hypothyroidism, was seldom seen following this curve.

3) A well sustained 131; level in the thyroid for 7 to 12 days foll
creak in the curve and a sharp decline. This pattern in almost allinstanc
o3rrelated with a fairly precipitous subsequent decline in thyroia function
rial quantitative chromatograms in such cases suggested that the change i
? the curve represented a failure of the gland to retrap iodide. A varie
isappearance curves are shown in Figure 6. Apparently following the breakfin the
mve, 13812 was not recycled back into the thyroid. When this break in the ki
irve was Clearly demonstrable, the incidence of myxedema was noticeably in
1ese observations and others were described in a publication.

nua, R.S., and Dobyns, B.M.: Iodinated Campounds in the Serum, Disappear
idioactive Iodine from the Thyroid, and Clinical Response in Patients Trea
idioactive Iodine. J. Clin. Endocrinol. & Metab. 15: 118-130, January, 1

 



 
There was a relative increace in the amount of c:- culating 1317_jod4

roportion to other iodinated compounds shortly after the break in the c
umerous instances. A coincident rise observed in the excretion of radi

e in

e in
tivity in

he urine seemed to weflect a failure of retrapping of iodide by the gland.

It had been the policy to prepare butanol extracts of serum from whi
£ the quantitative chromatograms were made. Concentrating the icdinated
nhaneces the possibility of detecting more unusual substances that might
nly in minute quantities in whole serum. The butanol used for extractio
aturated with water so that iodide in addition to iodinated organic mole
ecovered. Other chromatograms were prepared on whole serum for purposes
he extractability of the radioactivity in the serum using this extractio
bserved to decline as the radiation effect took place in the thyroid. A
ime chromatograms from whole serum showed that the radioactivity represe
nsoluble fraction and remaining at the application point increased marke
epresented cicculating thyroglobulin. In som instances the extractabili
ormally is 85% to 95%, dropped as low as 65% to 70%. Where this occurre
ubsequent clinical improvement was usually quite prompt and hypothyroidi
redictable outcome.

he Significance of Mono- and Diiodotyrosine in the Circulation Following
or Hyperthyroidism

Farran, Lea, Goolden and Abbatt had reported that the presence of m

Jodggyrosine in the circulation in patients with thyrotoxicosis was an i
therapy might fail. Their observations had been made on single

‘lood from 92patients. In contrast to their observations, when miltiple
n the form of serial quantitative chromatograms were available on appro

_ atients with thyrotoxicosis treated with 1311, the observations of the
‘ere not confirmed.
n the circulation ultimately displayed a more striking radiation effect.
atients the mono- and diiodotyrosine began to appear on the fourth or fi
ollowing the administration of 1811. This appearance was usually accam

adioactivity remaining at the application point when whole serum was
. prompt subsequent clinical improvement, and a high probability of subse
‘ypothyroidism. See attached Figure 7.

“issue.

‘comparison of Two or More Treatment Doses in the Same Individual

We have been on the look cut for patients who required further re
adioactive iodine so that it would be possible to compare all of the obs

iituations may exist in the patient who requires further treatment. Some
ittle clinical radiation effect; others may have had an effect which was
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It was concluded that the presencp of

When found, it was usually in minor quantities in the circulation

ntwor L3lz

fonsiderable
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 but not adequate. Repetition of the detailed studies in both types of phtients hive
been desired, but unfortunately the enormous investment of time ana effo to fallow
a single treatment dose in one patient has been so great that it has onlp been
possible to study selected patients. Thus, it has only been a chance ocfurrence that
an additional therapeutic dose of radioiodine was necessary in a patient|who had beer.
completely studied on the first aga ion. Partly by chance and partly by design a
few patients were given a dose of +311 which was not sufficient to re the patient
to a euthyroid state. A second therapeutic dose exactly equal to the fist was
subsequently given in a few instances and all of the observations repeatd@d. The
comparative studies of the two treatment doses have not revealed information that «as
particularly informative, except that the second dose was often not takem up as well
as was the first.

« * ’
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in the Circulation Following *-+T Therapy

It has been pointed out that in serial chromatograms of serum follc ing a
treatment dose of there was an increased amount of radioactivity at he appiicat--
point. Paper electrophoresis was used to explore the nature of the iodinated compournx=>
which remained at the application point. These observations although carfied at
periodically for a number of years, did not reveal striking results excep to show thay
much of the radioactivity was in the alpha globulin fraction and probably] represemted
the thyroxine-binding globulin. Ultimately when the patient reached the frypo oid
state, considerable 131; was in the albumin fraction.

The Role of Triiodothyronine in Hyperthyroidism

Since we and others had identified triiodothyronine in the circulation of mn
and its rapid and potent metabolic action had been proven, the possibility that it |
represented the principle form of thyroid hormone in thyrotoxic patients Was entertains
by many persons. Among other theories it was thought that thyroxine migh} be ea

ursor of triiodo ine. AS iously described, the @ mumber ser:Chromatograms on ity.treated pationts probably reflected basic'chysiolody of me
disease immediately after the tly was given and later after hours and days had
passed reflected the radiation effect. Triiodothyronine was found in the ehromareran
of serum of many of the more thyrotoxic patients. The chromatograms done [pn the ery
early samples of blood often showed that triiodothyronine, if present, appeared sooner
and in larger quantities than thyroxine (especially in the most toxic patipnts). This
observation tended to discredit the possibility that thyroxine was the prebursor >t
triiodothyronine.

There was in our series an occasional patient treated with 1317 for nypertinroid=-
caused by a toxic adenoma. Some patients in a euthyroid state have been theated wth
1317 and studied in the sam: detailed way. In both situations <riicdothyrpnine ws
oceasicnally detected, showing that triiodothyronine was not peculiar to Gheves'
disease.
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Our accumulated evidence has shown that triiodothyronine.is not the fesult cf
irradiation: first, because it appeared very early before appreciable radjaticn was
delivered to the gland; and second, because it did not increase fimther wi’ ime
but was subsequently greatly overshadowed by thyroxine after hours later wifen the ‘
radiation effect should have become more significant. Finally, it has bee easier
to relate the preserce of triiodothyronine to high degrees of clinical toxdcity than tc
subsequent clinical -herapeutic success of a single treatment dose of 131y

In order to get a better perspective of the triiodothyronine metabolism in
patients treated with nadioactive loding considerable time was spent studying the
fate of triiodothyronine labeled with ty and administered to humans. 2 tions
were made in patients with Graves' disease before and after treatment withp i, as sei
as in normal individuals. There was special interest in those who were origi
known to produce appreciable levels of triiodothyronine. The fate of oiidiotnyrenize
was observed in these individuals by quantitative serial chromatograms on samples of
serum and urine. In addition, the radioactivity was measured over the live as it
accumulated in this organ. During the firat 4% hours following the administretion of
labeled triiodothyronine, more of the material remained in the circulation patients
with Graves' disease than in normal controls. At the same time more radicaktivity ws
excreted in the uringof Graves' disease than in the normals. This urinary] increase
was largely due to +31l1-iodide. The increased excretion in the patients wi Graves’
disease occurred regardless of the metabolic state--whether it be untreated] hyper-
thyroidism or hypothyroidism following treatment. Measurements over the liver revealed
a maximal concentration minutes after the intravenous injection of triiodothyre :
This was followed by a marked fall. In Graves' disease there was a seconda cyclic

of radioactivity in the liver but this did not occur in the normal confrols. Te
ate ofthe triiodothyrenine in the peripheral tissues was not studied. ihe fact that
noaicdethyrenine levels in the serum of Graves’ disease remained higher|than that

in normal individuals during the first 8 hours seemed to conflict with the @bservatim
t more radioactivity appeared in the urine as iodide. The only availabl@ explanation
that the triiodothyronine which was removed from the circulation in Grayes" disease
deiodinated more rapidly than in the normal subjects. It was fiorvther ngtec that

iiodothyronine was retained in larger amounts and for a longer time in thd liver ct

lightly more triiodothyronine excreted through the kidneys in the severely : 1
ividual than in the post-treatment hypothyroid Graves' disease, the diffe

ess impressive than the difference between all patients with Graves' diseage az
These observations shed some light on the difference between patiants with

ves' disease and normal subjects with respect to triiodothyronine but did nct
ntribute information to an understanding of any possible relationship betwee
liodothyronine metabolism and the radiation effect on the hyperfunctioning gland.

eS, I.B., and Dobyns, 3.M.: The Metabolism of Triiodothyronine in Graves’] disease.
- Clin. Endocrinol. & Metab. 20: 68-80, January, 1960.

 



 The Measurement of Desoxyribonucleic Acid in Individual Thyroid Cells Prebicusly

Subjected to +°4I Radiation

As this project has progressed, emphasis has shifted hat more From the
purely physiologic toward the morphologic changes caused by I radiatio he Zhe
large bizarre nuclear forms originally found and described at the beg ine c=
this project have received increasing attention. Since ordinary stainizg ne=nods
Suggest the presence of excessive amounts of chromatin material in the Sifarre nmcczar

forms that were produced by small doses of 431] plus thiouracil stimlati¢My 2
seemed appropriate to try to measure the amount of DNA actually containedjin such
muclei. Therefore, a histochemical method for measuring desoxyribonucleig acid in
these large nuclei of irradiated thyroids was adapted to this objective.

t
e
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T

The method of Pollister for the quantitative microspectr sphotometrig method
of measurement of Feulgen stain within a nucleus was set up in our laborajory with
the suggestions and advice of Dr. Pollister of Columbia University. Si the
Feulgen stain combines with DNA in a quantitative fashion, the amount of jtain
contained within a nucleus could be measured by absorbanceof transmitted} orzochronm
light having a specific wave length at which there was maximal absorpticn[far this
stain. Rat thyroids were used in these studies. The staining procedure yas carried
out under highly controlled conditions. The irradiated and nonirradiated [tissues
which were to be compared were placed side by side on the same microscopid slide so
that both tissues were exposed to exactly the same steps of preparation afd staining
circumstances. Measurements were made under oil emersion magnification. With the
use of a calibrated diaphram it was possible to measure the transmission qf l=ght
through a piug of nucleus which was slightly less than the miclear diametqr. The _
value for absorbance in the plug was then converted to the sphere, which mepresentec
the volume of the micleus. The mean diameter of each nucleus was determirpd DSy

direct micrometer measurements. DNA was recorded in arbitrary units. Tha vate for
a normal resting micleus was determined and standardized against rat li erp ceiis. A
value approximately equal to the diploid value in the rat cell was obtaing#i /&=<m
measurement on the liver.

When thiouracil which is a powerful stimulus to hyperplasia of the thyrcid ws
given to an animal, the diameters of the nuclei of normal thyroid cells :npre=sed.
The DNA also increased toward values which represented two times the dipidid w=lue, 2t
which point the cell normally is expected to divide.

Rats were given 10, 30, or 100 pic of radioiodine after a temporary ppriod cf codi-
deficiency to inhance the uptake of the 131], Thereafter a diet containing a moral
amount of iodine was resumed. One half of each group of animals was then Bivem thicrec
in their drinking water. Same of each group of animals were sacrificed atj16 weexs,
the remaining at 26 weeks.

None of the doses of 1311 used in this series of experiments was sufficr=ntly
great to cause architectural distortion of the thyroid. However, the largRst Sioses
were sufficient to interfere with the expected increase in thyroid weight fhat is
usually produced in normal thyroids by thiouracil. The lesser doses of ragiat=on

 



 
produced proportionately less impairment to this capacity for glandulap hypertrophy.
(An example of the effect on the gland weight under the influence of the stimulus
is shown from previous experiments in Figure 5.)

Even though there was no obvious evidence of architectural damagp to the
thyroid, it was believed that these glands had sustained some intrinsi physiological
impairment because there was an increase in cell height. The histoche method
showed that in the nonstimulated nonirradiated thyroid the DNA of ea J nucleus was
quite uniform from cell to cell. See Figure 8A. The stimulus of thiouf aione
resulted in sane miclei containing more DNA than the average resting c bart in none
did the amount exceed two times the diploid value. Some of these cellB were presimec
to be preparing to divide. After 10 we of 1311 the DNA content and nublear size
showed slightly more variation. The variation in DNA among individuallcells was
expressed as a standard deviation of the mean. Some nuclei of mdiatefi thyroids
contained far more DNA than two times the diploid value, at which poing the cells
should have divided. The administration of thiouracil to the animals ith slightly
irnadiated glands caused an i variation in nuclear size and injthe DNA
content. The effects of 30 pe of I was even more striking. The lafge irregular
nuclei with excessive DNA appeared even without the superimposed stimulus. This was
greatly exaggerated when the stimulus of thiouracil was applied.

Further experiments, lasting over several additional years, mcorejanimals and
a greater range of dosage of I were used (0, 5, 10, 20 and 40 pix; plowed te
intervals up to ls years before sacrifice). After doses of as little ab 5 pe, there
was little if any evidence of nuclear change; but when thiouracil was buperimposed,
the variation in DNA content in nuclei again appeared. At levels of 2) and 30 pe
there was spontaneous variation in DNA content. Examples of occasional. nuclei

_ containing multiples of approximately 4, 8, and 16 times the diploid falues of DMA
were found in same of these large bizarre nuclear forms. It was postugated from
these experiments that the cells had the capacity to build up DNA when] stimulated but
for some reason cell division was thwarted.

This histochemical method of measuring DNA in nuclei may be quesfioned as to
preciseness by some workers. However, if the staining procedure is ve strictly
controlled when comparisons are made with nonirradiated animals and abgforbance is
measured in a plug of nuclei that closely approached the size of the tole“nucleus, t
method has proved in our hands to be quite reproducible and very use in interpreti
the nature of the large bizarre nuclear forms that had previously beenjfobserved by
ordinary histological techniques in irradiated thyroids. The results $f these
experiments carried cut over a number of years were published in consiferable detail.

Dobyns, B.M., and Didtschenko, I.: Nuclear Changes in Thyroidal Epith@lium Following
Radiation from Radioiodine. J. Clin. Endocrinol. & Metab. 21: 699-728, 1961.

 

TheTheLarge Bizarre Nuclear Forms in Human Thyroid Tissue and the Measurgment cr DNA

inThem

From time to time there have been opportunities to procure supgical means
samples of thyroid tissue from patients previously treated with 1S I. Having firnly
established the method of Feulgen staining and quantitative microspectfcchotcmetry

 



 on animal thyroids in this laboratory, the rigid methodology for procuri and
processing the tissue was setinto operation each time human thyroid mates ial
(previously irradiated with th) was to become available. When an oppa ity arose
to obtain such tissue, plans were made so that it was the responsible inve stigator of
this project who procured the tissue at the operating table. It was placdd in fixative
in the operating room without delay. The quantitative measurement of DNA[in individual
nuclei was undertaken in human tissue as we had done in the past in animags. Over a
period of almost 10 years, thyroid tissues from 12 1311 treated patients Yere obtained
for this study. All had had Graves' disease. In addition, there were tidqsues from
4 thyroids previously subjected to x-rey radiation and 2 controls (exploration for
parathyroid adenoma). Ten of the 12 1 I patients were subjected to surge because
of masses which had developed in the thyroid; one patient was operated because of
persistence of hyperthyroidism and was receiving an antithyroid drug at the time the
tissue was obtained; in two instances tissue was obtained during prompt pastnortex
examination. All tissues fron the various thyroids had been processed and stored in
paraffin blocks so that simultaneous staining could be accomplished on all] tissue at
the same time. The final steps in the preparation and staining of the tissue from
these irradiated and control thyroids were concluded simultaneously.

 

The quantitative measurement of DNA in individual nuclei using Feulgpn staining
and microspectrophotometry showed considerable variation in nuclear DNA content and
nuclear volume in scme, but not all, of the irradiated tissues. Meamremefts
indicated that the amount of DNA in some cells was greater than two times e diploid
value. This is as wasgbserved in the stimulated thyroids of animals ich had

previously been given 1°17. Here in man as in animals the results are intefpreted
as a build up in DNA, but thwarted cell division. See Figure 8B.

On review of alternate sections stained with the customary hematoxy and
eosin method, it was found that somewhat fewer of these irradiated tissues[displayed
ee Se yee anes cpserved in our ppeyiqus inradiated ene oids
described some years before. However, four of 1 treated patients sBhowed an
Sburiance of the bisarre mucless forms in ectransdulay ticeus, One of the Imst
obvious was a patient who had not been cured of hyperthyroidism but who had been
given propylthiouracil before the procurement of tissue. This drug may ha¥ye behaved
in a fashion comparable to our animal experiments where an abundance of bigarre
ruclear forms developed when a similar stimulus was applied. In this case [the
natural stimulus of the disease had obviously persisted at the time the tiqsue was
obtained. In the other cases following 131{ treatment, it is difficult to kno
whether a given patient is in a euthyroid state because the driving force fhat causes
Graves' disease has abated or whether the force is still there, but the oid is so
damaged that hyperthyroidism is not possible.

Since the opportunity to biopsy irradiated thyroids arose as a result] of palpable
masses in such thyroids, there was an opportunity to carry out similar measirements
on cells comprising adenanas which had also been removed. Considerable varfation was
found in DNA content and nuclear volume in these tumors. In the final ana is, it is
not entirely clear which adenomas arose following 1511 and which were pre ent, but not
detected at the time 1511 was given. It would be particularly interesting fo know
which tumors arose from irradiated cells that bore a potential for bizarre fuclear
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 forms and which were tumors whose cells were themselves subjected to the radiation
because the tumor was already present. Probably the former is true in some cases.
Aninal experiments to be described later are designed to explore this issup. The
observations on human tissue described above are reported in the following] publication.

Dobyns, B.M. and Robinsop,,Leon R. III: Deoxyribonucleic Acid Content Asspciated
with Nuclear Changes in °~“{-Irradiated Human Thyroids. J. Clin. Endocrin} & Metab. 23:
875-885, 1968.

Our experimental results in animals suggest that there is a dose rv gk of 151r
which for a time after the radiation is given, neither completely destroys] the function
of the thyroid cell, nor interferes with the capacity of these cells to multiply and
pgresult in a larger gland. After a longer lapse of time and long after Fhe dose of

I is dissipated, a defect develops in the ability of the radiated c to divide,
although the capacity to build up DNA in preparation to division still exits. Clinical
observations in the human showshow that although the subtle danage may be aused to the
thyroid cell, it continues to survive and make thyroid hormone maintaining] the
individual in a euthyroid state. Superfic y, it may appear that an ideal euthyroid
state is achieved in such a clinical subject. In fact, the euthyroid sta P may persist
for a good many years. However, we now are seeing at 12, 15 and mre years after I
therapy in these human glands, which appeared to have adequate capacity to [manufacture
hormone, ultimately are failing and the individual begins to suffer from hipo oidiss
This has become from our long term study of these patients. It ib thus a
reasonable assumption the aninal-experiments that the expected orma replacement
of thyroid cells is not taking place and explains the ultimate failure of Fhe thyroid.
These observations and hypotheses have led our investigation of the capa of
irradiated thyroid cells to replicate under a variety of conditions.

The Use of Tritiated midine to dy the Mitotic Activity in Irradiated oids

The incorporation of tritiated thymidine into DNA in thyroid nuclei whs first
Studied in this laboratory under this grant a little over nine years ago, It has
proved to be a very useful tool to study in another way the effects of radiation

Because the cells which are preparing for mitosis incorporate the nidine avidly
just before they divide and because such cells bearing the label can be demonstrated by
radiocautography , this method was adapted to the study of mitosis in tayroif cells which
had been exposed to 13lr, The method fordemonstrating DNA synthesis in the rat thyroid
was developed in the course of some experiments designed to test the effec of TSH on
cell division in weanling amd adult rats. One unit of TSH was injected infraperitomeally
into these two groups of rats; 16 hours later tritiated thymidine was givefi to each
animal by the same route. The animals were sacrificed 4 hows later and the thyroids
were quickly removed. They were placed in Carnoy's fixative for rapid fixption and
Microscopic sections prepared. After the sections had been deparafinized,| they were
dipped in photographic emulsion and stored in the dark for various periods]of time.

uently the film was developed and the sections beneath it stained. 2 occurrence
of labeled nuclei was then determined by noting the blackening in the emuilfion over each
of several thousand nuclei. It was observed in the weanling animals which] had received
no TSH that 9% of 12% of thyroid nuclei were labeled. When TSH was given [Fo these
animals, the incidence rose to 14%. In the nonstimulated old animals the [incidence of

 



 labeled miclei was only 0.4% but when such animals were injected with TSH, the incidence
rose to 74. Thus, with this technique it was possible to demonstrate that cpll division
in the untreated young rats was occurring ata rate almost as fast as in theladult
animals whose thyroids had been stimlated with TSH. Histologically, in theladult
animals, the thyroids were truly in a resting state. After considerable experimentation
it was found that the most desirable interval of time between the injection $f the
tritiated thymidine and the sacrifice of the animals was 4 hours. There was[no uptake
of thymidine in cells which were resting. Even in this 4 hour interval therg were same
instances of labeled pairs of nuclei lying in juxtaposition with approximately equal
amounts of DNA in each. This gave a general idea of the rate at which cell division
took place once the preparation for mitoses had begun. A manuscript describjng these
observations has been prepared but not published.

Dobyns , B.M., and Sanders, M.A.: A Comparison of the Effect of TSH on the totic Activity
in the Thyroids of Young Growing Rats and Adult Rats Using Tritiated midittle. (Manuscript
not published; later manuscripts incorporated the technique and later findidgs went far
beyond these).

Rat thyroids made hyperplastic by an iodine deficient diet display many nuclei
containing the tritiated thymidine. When in a state of iodine deficiency dodes of
0, 5, or 50 pic of I were given to groups of rats te ce various degreds of
radiation damage. Twenty hours after giving 5 pic of I (av. uptake 37%; 240 day
half-life; 2640 Rads), the number of labeled nuclei were noticeably reduced.| At this
early hour the thyroids of animals given 50 pe showed an almost complete absqnce of
labeling of nuclei, indicati that the processof mitosis had been inte ed. Twesrty-tc
days after these doses of 1311, the administration of thiouracil caused mark increase
in labeling in nonirradiated controls and somewhat less labeling in the 5 uckanimals, but

the 50 pic animals had not recovered the ability for labeling. Recovery fran
impairment to mitosis as studied by the labeled thymidine has been of special] interest.

After more lengthy periods of recovery following radiation, some of the F ima
from each group were given thiouracil for 9 to 11 days and tritiated nidine 4 hours
before sacrifice. The results after various amounts of radiation and varioug periods
of recovery are shown in Figure 9. At 2 months following the 5 pic dose of + HI there
was an excessive number of labeled nuclei when thiouracil was given. The mupber of
labeled nuclei was considerably greater than that which was produced in a nomirradiated
animal. This seemed to be related to the previous observation that gross hypertrophy
of the gland could still be produced by thiouracil administration quite some [time after
cadiation has been delivered. At this 2 month interval in this particular aries the
5 pe animals showed a moderate increase in thyroid weight suggesting that cell division
aad actually taken place. The 50 pic animils on the other hand showed essentiBlly no
aypertrophy of the gland. Still later in the post radiation period the capadity for
2xcessive labeling could not be produced in the 5 pe group of animals. At this time,
these thyroids did not increase appreciably in weight. Even after a longer rpcovery
period (8 months) following the 1I the extreme degrees of labeling could rpt be
sreduced with thiouracil in the 5 yc animals. These observations are illustrpted in

Tigure 9.

 It was of special interest to find that the large bizarre nuclear forms , l  
wreparing to divide usually become enlarged, but here the abnormally large n
vyhich presumably have not divided, were making more DNA.

 



 
In this series of irradiated animals, one lobe of each thyroid was put ]j

ixative so that the quantitative histochemical (Feulgen staining)
ve total amount of DNA on individual nuclei could be made,as done in earli
«periments. Since cells normally divide when the DNA of the nucleus reache
ve diploid value, the finding of considerably more than this amount of DNA
istochemical method) in the large bizarre nuclear forms made the thymidine qbservations
1 the same animals of great value.

  
   

A complete survey was made of a large mumber of nuclei in a microscopic
2asuring and classifying all nuclei by size and determining the distributi.
abel. This showed that the abnormally large nuclear forms contained the
-ten and were thus preparing for mitosis more frequently than other cells.

    
    
   

    

   

 

  
   

   

  

 

    

   

  

 

The parallel histochemical data using the Feulgen stain and microspec
1 these same tissues showed that thiouracil caused a marked increase in DNA
dclei as well as increase in the nuclear size. When this stimlus wes
seviously irradiated glands, there was an increase in the variability of DNA and
clear volume of these glands. The greater variability was attributable to
resernce of the unusually large muclei which in the parallel observations
> have a predisposition to take up the thymidine. The following publicati
immarizes this work:

osbyns, B.M., Rudd, Ann E., and Sanders, Mary A.: Desoxyribonucleic Acid (D
1 the Radiated and Stimulated Thyroid Gland, Endocrinology 81: 1-13, 1967.

When the technique for clearly visualizing chromosames in human cells b
ineulating leukocytes began to be developed in this country, Dr. Neil MacintEC

>llaboration in the study of a patient with functioning metastatic
yyroic whom we had treated with large doses of 1317 some years ,before and p
seat again with very large doses.

Although the paoftT by us,che had had none in the preceding six years\| ly been
iven large doses of t Py us, she had had none in the preceding six years.

t very frequent intervals during,the first 24 hours and less frequently
+ days. The concentration of 131y in the blood, the leukocyte count and the differential
sunt were determined at the same time. Spreads of chromosomes from miltiplel[cultures
id frem many different individuals cells in those cultures were prepared
ample of blood. An attached table (Figure 10) shows how the incidence of
yomalies climbed to as high as 44% between 6 and 12 hours after the dose of
iven. Based on a very extensive experience of observations on 2, 885 nor,

1e same technique on patients who had been exposed to other types of radiatibr
assed, following the administration of isir, the radioactivity in the ci ation fell

 



 

 

    
   

  

 

observed in this patient included not only serious deviation firom the
chromosomes but numerous breaks, deleticns and fragmentations (see attached
Occasionally dicentric forms were observed and several examples of 4n nucl
reduplication of chromosome sets, but without the exact number of 92. Thesa@ nuclei
were presumably similar to those seen in the thyroids which built up excess DNA
but failed to divide following 1317. These observations were the first re
¢ yntry on chromosomal anomalies in circulating leukocytes of patients trea

I.

Macintyre, M. N., and Dobyns, B.M.: Anomalies in Chromosomes of the Ci
Leukocytes in Man Following Large Doses of Radioactive Iodine. J. Clin.
Metab. 22: 1171-1181, 1962.

One of the most important parts of these chromsome observations was the fact that
an 18% incidence of anomalies was found in the circulating leukocytes of thif patient's
blood before the large treatment dose of 131] was given. Presumably this unpsually
high rate of anomalies before this treatment was attributable to the previoug radiaticn
2ffect, which had occurred six years and more before. This incidence far suppassed
the 4.5% nonmodal chromosome counts observed in normals in this laboratory. }Furthermore,
the structural anomalies observed in this patient are extremely rare in contfol bilocds.

 

Fortunately, the usual numerous sticiies performed under this contract hid been
zarried out on this patient when we had given previous treatment doses. It Bad been
observed then that very significant suppression of circulating lymphocytes had cccurred
with each of the previous treatment doses 6 years and more before. Repeated|chramatograms
ind other bicchemical studies of the blood following these earlier treatmentIdoses showed
1 marked rise in mono- and diicdotyrosine anda decline in the butanol extrdctable
radioactivity in the circulation. These are all features which we had come fo believe
ere evidences of radiation effect. The value of very long term detailed stikdy and the
idvantage of being "tooled up" for such studies when the opportunity arises Yas well
iustrated in this case.

The fact that a considerable population of cells with abnormal numbers ¢@f chromosomes
ilpparently persisted in this patient for at least 6 years. as shown in the b]bod drawn
efore the present dose of 1512 was given,seems important. If cell lines stamming frem
somatic cells which bear such anomalies can remain viable, the same might be ftrue of
similarly affected reproductive cells in the gonads. If such a large mmber[of chromsaml
thanges are demonstrable in tissues such as blood which does not specifically concentrate
31y, then significant alterations in other similar nonthyroidal celis such ds the
eproductive cells should be considered even with much smaller doses of 13iz] it is
ossible that the less devastating doses of 1311 may be more important becauge smaller
oses may not be lethal although,perhaps more serious from the standpoint of Hamage to
he cells. The total dosage of 151; given this patient was far greater than [that commonly
sed in the therapy of Graves' disease.

In view of the above observations it seemed appropriate that similar observations
hould be made on patients who were receiving modest doses of 1311 for hypert coidisn,
.e. 5 to 15 millicuries rather than 167 as in the above described patient. Pavid '
atcher, a Ph.D. student with Dr. Macintyre, continued this project to dete e whether
here is a significant increase in anomalies in patients we selected for treafiment of
raves' disease with 1211. om patients selected were studied in great detail, as

 



 
reviously described and the bloods for leukocyte cultures were furnished taj David
atcher. Of 20 patients studied by the serial sample technique, the incidenfe of
ncreased anomalies is equivocal in those patients up to 10 millicure dose ange .
ncrease is at the limit of significance in the doce range above 10 millicurfes. It
hould be pointed out that these studies were based on a large series of biabd samples
n each given patient rather than a "before" and "after" sample as has been feporte
y others. Mr. Satcher is currently preparing his observations for publication.

tudies of Peroxidase in Thyroid and Other Tissue

Several years ago a study of peroxidase activity in thyroid tissue was bndertakey
mnder this grant with the idea that it might prove to be another way to explire.
adiation effect. Because at that time there was presumptive evidence that A peroxidase
as present in thyroid tissue it was thought that this played some part in the
onvergion of iodide to iodine am the iodination of organic compounds wi the
hyroid. Ubservations previously described under this contmact suggested that one of the
arly manifestations of radiation effect was a failure of the trapping mechahisn.

An experimental method described by Neufeld et al. to measure peroxidasp had
tilized the rate of oxidation of a leuco dye in thepresence of hydrogen pefoxide.
he reaction mixture of hydrogen peroxide, phosphate citrate buffer and redupbed dye
olution was used as a substrate mixture into which various samples of omogpniized
issues were introduced. The rate of the reaction within the mixture was defermined by
spectrophotametric method using a source of light with a wave length of 64f mi. Readings
ere determined at 5 second intervals after the addition of the homogenate. [Catalase
ctivity was inhibited by adding 2-4 dichlorophencl. A large variety of rat] tissues
ere studied in addition to the thyroid. There was a wide range of peroxidagke activity
ound in these tissues. As anticipated, the small intestine showed the largpstamount
f peroxidase activity. The thyroid was about equivalent to the lung. Perokidase |
ctivity in the thyroids of many different animals was studied by this me on. There
as a considerable variation in the peroxidase activity in thyroids among vario1s
pecies. Since it was suspected thatthe variation might be related to the §egree of
ellularity in the thyroid, microscopic sections of the same tissues (fran w
omogenates were made) were projected on large pieces of paper and tracings fade of the
ells, colloid and connective tissue. The areas were cut out amd weighed tofdetermined
he percentage of cells, connective tissue and colloid making up the tissue.] It was
urprising to find that although the ratio of the volume of cells to the volime of colloid
as very different among different species there was no true relationship befween the
ell content of the tissue and the peroxidase activity among these species.

The question arose whether the oxidative reaction being measured by thelleuco dye
as actually related to the production of thyroid hormone and whether the pefoxidase
ctivity might be under the influence of TSH. Accordingly, TSH was tested bbth in vivo
nd in vitro. It was surprising to find that there was no significant diffefence
etweentheoxidative activity of thyroids previously stimulated with TSH anf those which
ere unstimulated. The effect of TSH on the thyroid was confirmed by the prgserce of
yperplasia demonstrated in microscopic sections of the tissue used.

In other studies the relationship of the peroxidase activity as measured by the
euco dye method to the iodination of organic substances in physiological syftems was
tudied. The basis for the reaction was the iodination of tyrosine. A reacfion

 



 xture was used containing tyrosine, carrier-free radioactive (4311) potassifm iodide,
ucose, glucose oxidase and phosphate buffer. It was observed that crude hofogenates
sheep thyroid caused organic binding of 14% of the carrier—free 13lt added] to the

stem. In contrast, purified mitochondrial preparations of soluble enzyme (brepared
sonification of mitochondria) caused organic binding of 36.7% of the availpble 1311.

The icdinating properties of a variety of homogenates and soluble mitochbndrial
zyme preparations from different tissues were then studied. Only v small. amounts
tyrosine were iodinated by mitochondrial preparations from the small intestine and
leen, but homogenates as well as soluble mitochondrial preparations from luhg
Splayed a surprising capacity to iodinate tyrosine. The surprising observafion has
en repeated in 4 separate experiments. Chromatography revealed that some of the
dination produced by preparations fron thyroid tissue appeared to be bound fo protein,
me to tyrosine. It is assumed that the protein had been introduced as intrfmitochondrial
otein that had been freed by sonification. When tyrosine was added to the buspension
% of the 1311 was bound to it while only 5.4% was bound to available proteih. When no
rosine was added to the preparation 48% of the i3ly was bourd to protein. [lectrophoretic

terns of the reaction mixture sampled after the incubation had taken placej showed
wt the radioactivity was primarily in the position of albumin if tyrosine h&d been
ded but in the position of gamma gloculin if tyrosine had not been added.

Finally some experiments were performed to compare the radioiodine methofi and the
uco dye method forassaying peroxidase. Spleen and small intestine iodinathkd very
Bll amounts of tyrosine but very effectively oxidized the leuco dye. Thyroid ard
mg showed strong peroxidase activity by the leuco dye method and caused iodination of
rTosine as well. Thus, it appeared that. the peroxidase activity measured by the leuco
re method was not necessarily identical with the peroxidase activity responsible for
dination of tyrosine. The work on the leuco dye method of assay for peroxifase in
roid tissue has not been published. The assay method based on the iodinatgion of
mMosine was a method which was described before this phase of the work was Pompleted.
: was hoped that the methods would be useful in radiation studies but has nok yet been
» used, primarily because the interrelationships of reactions being observed in the
dination of protein and tyrosine are not: understood.

‘ray Radiation Effect on the Thyroid
 

Another part of the study of the effect of irradiation on the thyroid hap been
search for thyroid masses in 200 patients previously given x-ray therapy tq the neck
mw tuberculous cervical lymphadenitis. All of these individuals had been trpated in
ve tuberculosis clinic of this hospital befare 1950 by the same radiologist.J Most of
ese individuals were children or young adults when treated. Ail records ag to the
wunt and fields of radiation were available. A total of 67 patients have Heen traced
Wd called back for examination of the thyroid by us. Twelve of these were fpund to
ive discrete thyroid masses. Nine of these discrete thyroid masses have beqh removed
‘th the following findings:

3 carcinomas
1 Hurthle cell tumor with capsular invasion
1 Hurthle cell tumor classified as benign
4 with follicular adenomas

 



 Of 60 known to have died, the post-mortem examination was available on k6. Two
thyroid neoplasms were described;. one was a carcinoma, the cther was an adehoma. It
as been noted that most of the patients on whom post-mortem examinations were
erformed died within 5 years of the radiation therapy--a relatively limited] interval
n which to develop tumors.

Two patients who have very discrete masses continue to refuse exploratipbn. One
££ these who was recently seen and reluctantly submitted to examination has Heveloped
ersistent hoarseness and the mass has increased in size strongly suggesting] a malignant
esion.

This occurrence of 5 histologicaily identified carcinomas of the thyroi seems
ighiy significant in this small selected group of patients exposed to knowrg amounts
0 radiation. A manuscript has been prepared for publication, but it has ndt been
submitted for publication because we have thought it preferable to await a ffinal diagnosi
n two patients being followed with suspicious lesions but as yet urwilling [to submit to
thyroidectomy.

The Life of the Normal Thyroid Cell and Its Potential for Replication as Compared to
the Radiated Thyroid Cell:

The long term follow-up of patients treated with 131] is showing that the majority
of patients if followed long encugh will ultimately suffer from hypothyroidism or
tyxedema. Our figures show an incidence of only 12% hypothyroidism at the dnd of one
rear, but 4§ - 50% if patients are observed for fifteen years. Unfortunately, the
woblem of hypothyroidism, if it does not occur promptly, anjses so long after the
xreatnent that the patient has forgotten that he received I or he became Fareless
about taking prophylactic supplemental hormone earlier and found that he did not need
it. Since the patient has forgotten, subsequent physicians are not alerted jto the
»ssibility of hypothyroidism, a diagnosis that is difficult to make if theyp is no
uistory to suggest its origin. As a result of vigorous follow-up efforts by a few
wedical centers,Asurprising number of patients with unrecognized myxedema have turned up.
[The symptoms are attributed to, or confused with, senility and considered tq be premature
aging. It may be that the life span of the "ideally irradiated" cells in diffuse
1yperplastic thyroid in man is not greatly different from the non-irradiated cells, the
mly difference being a failure of replication in the radiated cell.

In orcer to learn more about the long, latent thyroid failure after 135, it is
recessary first to learn mre about the survival and replacement of normal thyroid celts.
Initial studies were made in young, middle-aged and old rats quite some years ago in ar
Laboratory, using tritiated thymidine and radiocautography to identify the cq@lls that
vere undergoing mitosis. In the young growing rat, the occurrence of labeling was
fairly frequent. The incidence declined with age until, in the rats that ware 2% to
3 years of age, only rare muclei were found to contain the labeled thymiding. This pilot
2xperiment illustrated the normal replication rate at different points in tHe life span.

Qur first experimental steps to try to determine the life history and wate of
‘placement of the normal thyroid cells were observations on the labeling off thyroid
quclei with tritiated thymidine. The objectives were to determine how rapidly the
labeling takes place, the duration of the stage of DNA duplication in prepagiation for
division and the duration of the total period required for mitosis to becom@ complete.

 



   

                                      

   

   

 
It has been our rcutine procedure tosacrifice animals four hours after the in
of tritiated thymidine. Pilot experiments had shown that the labeling was quite
satisfactory in four hours. At this interval of time occasional labeled bai:
Cells were found showing that division of the cell (with labeling in both) nuclei) hac
taken place. It was known that the availability of labeled thymidine aftih injection
into the circulaticn was very short, owing to the rapid disappearance by Peeradation
or uptake by nuclei in the process of DNA synthesis. Since only those ce which arm
in the stage of DNA duplication at the time the thymidine :is available willl be laelen
these nuclei are identifiable.

Several series of young, identical growing rats were injected with tphitiated
thymidine and sacrificed at 15, 30, and 45 minutes and 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, LO, 12, iw, =
20 and 2% hours. Three rats were sacrificed at each time interval. The Incideme of
labeled nuclei was determined by counting the number of labeled nuclei infa larse Am
of high power fields in microscopic sections of uniform thickness. Paired labeled
ceils among this large population of unlabeled cells were also recorded.

Within 30 minutes following the injection of tritiated thymidine, # reacies of =
cells were found to contain the tritium label. There was a sequential ride in te
incidence of these labeled miclei. This reached a plateau at about 10 holrs. In oce
to determine the duration of available tritiated thymidine in the circulation, the
animals were sacrificed by exsanguination,and the radioactivity in the plasma determi=

In order to find out how mich of the radioactivity had been reduced th tritiated
water in the plasma, samples were evaporated to dryness and counted. The fraciioactivi—
in the solid fraction of the plasma was found to be only about 15% of the Jtota
radioactivity witnin 2 hours. A great deal of time was then devoted to t ying to
identify and quantitate by chromatography the tritium labeled organic metabolic produc
as well as the ine remaining in the blood in order to better assess 2
availability of the thymidine after an hour or mcre. These attempts were Bbandore
because others had shown rapid disappearance of available material and thej amounts hem
in these experiments were nct paramount to our objectives.

A continuing rise in the cccurrence of labeled meclei for as long as [0 hours in ~
face of rapid disappearance of tritiated thymidine from the circulation wab sound. Th
increasing number of labeled nuclei up to 10 hours was very clearly demonsfrate ia
two complete series of animal experiments. Pairs of labeled nuclei were f sean
with certainty at 4 hours, although sane very lightly labeled pairs of nuche? were
Suspected somewhat earlier. It was assumed that the lightly labeled pair @f muciei hac
been in the very late stage of DNA synthesis and therefore had an opportunity to <=ke
up very little of the thymidine before DNA synthesis terminated and actual|divisim of
the cell took place. The occurrence of labeled pairs increased with time dnd reacted
a plateau at about 10 hours. Since a thin microscopic section represents 4 thickess
tissue little wider than a cell, a pair of labeled miclei would be demonst§ated miy i-
the cuts in the tissue happened to pass through both of the daughter mucleq. It can be
assumed that random cutting would only reveal an occasional pair where the piain ct the
cut corresponded with the plain of the pair. It seems likely that the conqi :
increase of labeled cells, well beyond the time when tritiated thymidine was avail=le

in the circulation, can be explained on the contimued division of cells and
cuts that might catch one or the other or both of a pair.
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 The increasing occurrence of labeled nuclei in these young growingfrats did not
progress beyond 10 hours and thereafter declined progressively at 14, 14, 20 and <&
hours reaching a level of only 1/3 of the maximal level. This decline dftexr 10 hars
was observed in both series of animals. The explanation for this is no
might be assumed that once the DNA of a nucleus is clearly labeled withB

Clear. it
icient

isotope and the two preducts of mitosis are readily identifiable, label@i cells wulc
not disappear froma gland. Destruction of that cell by radiation from
not seem plausible in this interval of time.

These experiments have furnished considerable information on the
thymidine in studying cell division in the thyroid. They have yielded ¢
approximation of the time required for mitosis to take place in the t
clarified some uncertainties and broadened our perspective of experime
for studying the capacity for mitosis in the thyroid. Together with e
they have furnished some appreciation of the enormous capacity far cell
in the young vs the old, but they have not yet furnished us with much i
the life of the thyroid cell. The experiments have introduced more ques
have solved but much of what has been learned car. be applied to the
irradiated thyroid cell.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THYROID NODULES IN POPULATIONS
TO RADIOIODINE FALLOUT AS THEY RELATE TO STUDIES UNDER THIS Co

The Marshallese Study

In February and March of 1969, the responsible investigator spent f
the Marshall Islands participating in the annual review of thyroids of
exposed to the fallout, particularly the radioiodines, from the thermon
detonated on Bikini in March, 1954. The nodularity in the thyroids vas
nine years after exposure among these people. By 1967 fourteen of sixty
most heavily exposed had developed nodules which were of sufficient con
exploration.
five more individuals in this population were found to have developed t
which we felt should be explored.

bid .

One carcinoma had been found. As a result of the survey e
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Rongelap atoll, i.e. several hundred to fourteen hundred rads estimated dbse to tte
thyroid; and one on Utirik atoll who had probably received 30 rads. The
back to the U.S. for special study at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
interest in and laboratory studies of radiated thyroids, the patients
institution in September, 1969 for surgical exploration. Three of the f
have lesions of the thyroid which were malignant (two Rongelap; one
these had extensive regional metastases.

also be malignant.

these thyroids had many mimite solid cellular hyperplastic lesions, none
up Significant amounts of radioiodine. Many of the lesions were papillar
and suggested papillary lesions of milticentric origin. All of these
the women from Utirik) showed many examples of the large bizarre nu
observed under this contract in e:nimals and humans that had received
said later of stvdy of these tissues umder the subject of identification
changes in thyroid tissue produced by 431.

uK) .
A fourth patient possessed seve

one of which was very small and has prompted serious consideration that t
Autoradiographs were immediately prepared. There wer

of observations commonly made on tissues from our animals (not 3H thymidi
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a cetome ee peIRL CUDALULy iyper'tropny. i wreater
did not participate in the 1971 survey, but it was reported that this ly was a
compensatory nodule for it had shrunken on thyroid supplement.    
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The Utah-Nevada Study

The principal investigator has also participated in the annual examinaficn of the
children in the Utah-Nevada fallout area (exposed in 1954) where some endemic gpiter
is present. A week has been spent in this area each of the past six years jn she
annual thyroid examinations of children that had been screened from a very Ji-ze
population in the fallout area by a United States Public Health Service scrgerning team.
Thyroid abnormalities which prompted concern were referred to a panel of thie, of

; which the writer has been one. Those patients with thyroids judged to contain di
masses have been sent to the University of Utah Medical Center in Salt Lake City for
study. In some instances, the masses have been removed. The application off the sam
criteria of judgment of radiation effect in thyroids excised from this populktion has
revealed only an occasional thyroid tissue which showed hints of a radiatiay erfect.
Reports are in preparation by Dr. Marvin Rallison. Another has been publisitd by
Dr. Edward Weiss et al: Thyroid Nodularity in Southwestern Utah School Chilpren
to Fall-Out Radiation, Am. Jour. Pub. Health, 61: 241-249, Februarv. 1971.

THE POSSIBILITY OF SPONTANEOUS GOITER SSOTHERIN THE OFFSPRING
OF A PREVIOUSLY RADIATED

 

During the course of participating in the anmal survey of the Marshal]ese people
who were accidentally radiated with radioiodine from the first thermonuclear bamb in

| the Pacific, the principal investigator of this contract had an opportunity [te examine
many thyroids. It is now known that the exposed people have developed many fhoctules in
their thyroids, same of which have been malignant. In the course of these dbservatias,
both exposed and unexposed people were studied. On the island of Rongelap, [the
impression was gained that young adults (who were born after the fallout hadj cccurred)
displayed moderate degrees of hypertrophy of their thyroids. This was a rather surpris:
observation because this population had lived within a few feet of the sea afl of ther
lives and for protein depended heavily on fish which provides an abundance of iodine.
Nodules of the thyroid in the Marshallese population are almost unheard of afithe thyrak
are considered to be scarcely palpable at any age. The question was raised phether te
exposure of adults might effect their thyroid function in such a way as to be refilectet
in their offspring. If there was a subtle secondary effect on the offspring}it might six
at adolescence. — |

Although the number of people in the exposed population was very small amd the
number of children of the exposed was insufficient to draw any firm conclusifns, it
appeared that children born of exposed population (after the exposure) had larger thyrcic
than did the children of the unexposed. If this was a valid observation theq# the thecry
was proposed that if the people sustained some thyroid damage (it has been slowthat sm
did) than any fetus whose gestation took place in the environment of the mitler's
thyroid deficiency might sustain some lasting effect on its thyroid functim] S3irth

rds showed that there was a two fold increase in spontaneous abortions afi stilibirtt
the first several years after radiation exposure, adding further support tp the
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 Prompted by these observations, an animal experiment using rats was esigned to
test this hypothesis. Thirty four female Sprague-Dawley Rats were divided into five
groups and given Remington Diet for three days to enhance the uptake of +I. Sased
on previous rat experiments, varying degrees of thyroid damage were produced by
giving these groups of nats 0, 10, 20, 50 and 100 uc of madioiodine by intraperitoneal
injection. The thyroids of these animals were subjected to in vivo countifhg at 2%
hours in order to determine the dose of radiation delivered to the thyroid. Five weeks
were allowed to pass at which time all radioiodine disappeared from the oids. All
rats were then bred, and separately caged. The number of offspring in each litter
and the individual body weights of the individuals in each litter were recarded. When
the offspring reached approximately 100 days of age, they were given a trabe dose of
131] and 24 hours later were sacrificed. An effort was made to kill large mubers of
animals at the same time so that any variations in the type of observationB would be
kept to a minimm. Thyroids were meticulously dissected out, wej on aj Roller
Smith torsion balance and then related to the body weight. The I uptake in the
gland was measured. The original female rats were rebred following the wenning of
each litter.

Unfortunately, not all normal control rats conceived readily nor prodhced large
litters. However, when the radiated animals were arranged in order of micfo rd
uptake in the gland, there was ingenerala diminishing rate of conceptic and size of
litters with heavier doses of radiation ond of time. Most of radiated

soonly faveeckofollatane Lalo 1 became preprent at the firet beeing which
was only five weeks following “°"I, The 34 animals produced 233 living yong in the fir
mating, but in a total of 5 matings only a total of 447 were produced. opt of the
animals conceived at the second mating at 22 weeks except animals in the tho most heavil
radiated groups. Only 4 of the 12 in these 2 groups became pregnanc and 3{of these
litters were very small. On numerous occasions rats appeared to be pregnant following
breeding, but did not produce viable offspring. The incidence of stillbi Ss or early
post partum deaths could not be determined because of suspected canabalism

All breeding animals were permitted to survive for 14 months and throagh S litters.
At_the conclusion of the experiment, the breeding females were given a trafe dose of

I along with a small amount of tritiated thymidine before they wre sacfificed. The
thyroids were dissected and weighed.

When a destructive dose of 1S1I is given, thyroid function usually gradually
diminishes, depending on the size of the dose. It is assumed therefore that thyroid
function in these mother rats was better in those who received the smaller|doses and
that function should be better during the earlier matings. This appears t@ be the case
here although the numbers of animals in the experiment are small. At the gonclusion
of the experiments, the thyroids of the animls which received the i doses of 131
were entirely replaced by white scar tissue. There was practically no uptake in
these animals except in three that were found on gross dissection to le4 smal)
surviving nodule of thyroid tissue in the area that had been the center of]the isthmus.
These 3 animals were the only ones of those in the higher dose range that gonceived
beyond the first ar seggnd litter. These animals had actually received 19]to 28 uc of
the original dose of I in their glands. Animals which retained 7 to 15fuc similarly
had only two conceptions beyond the second breeding. Animals which receivdd 2. to
2.8 uc and 3.3 to 5.4 uc for the most part had rather full litters through|the secon
mating, but thereafter conceived poorly.
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 The dose of radiation to the thyroid, the average thyroid weights of [the mother
rats, and the average thyroid weight of the offspring by litters is shown —in the
attached Figure 12.

Tt is condluded that animals born of mothers with some thyroid damage do not
display thyroid hypertrophy at 100 days of life, which is canparable to adblescence
in man.

At the present time, the autoradiographs and histologic interpreta ion of
thyroids of the mother rats have not been evaluated since they remain in preparatian.

Since the time that the question was raised concerning the significange of
adolescent goiter in the children of radiated Marshallese people, a furthe# recent
survey made on Likiep Atoll (remote to the area of fallout) has revealed alfew mild
adolescent goiters in native Marshallese. This excludes a few other goitegs appearing

1311 om the

All during the life of this contract, the principal investigatur and His associates
have been concerned with the morphologic changes that are produced in did tissue
by radioiodine. The devastating effect of a large dose of radioiodine wi the complete
loss of thyroid epithelium and replacement by connective tissue is well kn@m. When
the hyperplasia of the thyroid of Graves’ disease is subjected to radiciod radiation,
the hyperplastic picture of papillary projections into thyroid follicles changed to
a more simple follicular picture. With a large dose of radiation, the fo es are
distorted and the general architectural pattern ofthe thyroid is markedly tered 2D
the extent that there may be only scattered surviving epithelium cells in cbhnnective
tissue. These changes are we}}, known and easily recognized, but the more shbtle changes
produced by smaller doses of IT are difficult to identify with certainty.

Various workers have described a variety of changes that indicate subthe radiation
effect. In trying to identify these subtle changes, we have stressed the récogniticn
of the large bizarre nuclear forms containing excessive amounts of chromatih. Other
workers have placed more emphasis on lymphocytic infiltration, plasma cells land
increased amounts of comnective tissue. Unfortunately, changes similar to fhese my

occur in thyroids which have not been subjected to radiation. Lymphocytic iltration
is a common finding in thyroids of patients with Graves' disease. The presence of

} connective tissue may represent past influences on the thyroid such as necrgsis,
repeated hyperplasia and involution and varying degrees of nodularity. Obj¢ctions may
be made to using the large bizarre nuclear forms as a means of identifying gadiation
because somewhat similar changes may occur in the margins of areas that are|starting to
undergo necrosis. From the considerable opgymence studying pathologic charges in

| tissues of patients treated with 199] and I and the extensive experience with animal
thyroids that are subjected to various degrees of radiation, we have come td the

| conclusion that a careful consideration of the bizarre nuclear forms is the best clue to
the more subtle degrees of radiation effect caused by radioiodine. 

 



  
    

 

  
   

   
  

  
    

 

 To test the hypothesis that subtle radiation effects in thyroids can
identified, a collaborative study was set up with Dr. Robert Conard of Broo
National Laboratory. A large collection of thyroid tissues known to have
to varying degrees of radiociodi-e radiation (including controls) was submi
unknowns to this writer in order ~ test the experience gained from the
studies carried on under this com ¢.

The sources of microscopic slides consisted of the following:1)Tissues
patients in the Marshallese group who were submitted to thyroidectomy and wip were known
to have been exposed to some reasonable amounts of radioicdine fallout. 2) A group of
thyroid tissues obtained from children with nodular goiter in the Nevada-U area where
fallout was known to exist in 1954, but the extent of radiation to the
children in this area is very doubtfully significant. 3) Thyroid tissues
goiters removed from children in Safford, Arizona which served as a control
Stusy. 4) Thyroids from survivors of the Japanese atomic bomb casualty pati
radiation exposure is said to have been mostly external, and where fallout
contain relatively little radioiodine. 5) A group of thyroids from patient:
thyroidectomy far nodular goiter in several areas of the United States and
could be determined had not received radiation exposure to the region of
marks of identification were removed from the slides, except for sequential fhumbering.
Multiple slides from the same individual were mixed in the collection. Al
microscopic slides were assembled from a rather large mmber of hospitals, the techmiques
of preparation with hematoxylin and eosin and mounting wre essentially the Bame so that
no clue as to their source was recognizable.

Primary emphasis for identification of radiation effect was placed on the preseme
of the bizarre nuclear forms although, in a few instances where more extensipe destructim
was produced, other eviderces of radiation effect were evident. As has bee
out, studies carried on in this laboratory indicate that the bizarre nucle
increased amounts of chromatin represent cell division in which there has bek
up of DNA, but a failure to divide. A stimulus (such as that from mild i ment to
thyroid function or a goitrogen) which will promte mitosis is inclined to bping out the
bizarre nuclear forms. It appears from past work that the stimulus may be e
subtle, so subtle that mild degrees of hypothyroidism which are not readily letectable

 
    
   

 

   

  
  

‘nuclei enlarge, the normal nucleus reaches a limit at which it divides into
|The nucleus of the radiated cell sometimes contimes to enlarge and occasions
lirregular in contour. The recognition of these unusually large nuclei is thd clue that
the thyroid has been subjected to radiation. _Thus if the radiation exposure fhas been

betweeneeenlarged muclei and the occasional nucleus that is significantly
‘larger than all of the others.

 



On the basis of these consideratims, the tissue sections ‘were gradedlas to

positive or negative evidence of radiation effect by the following system:

0 - Nothing to suggest radiation effect
+ - Uncertain category ~- some features suggested there might be

radiation effect - cften more samples of tissue would have
to a definite decision

++ - Definite radiation effect
+++ - Marked radiation effect; at least some architectural distortio in

addition to bizarre nuclear forms  
After the observations on each individual slide had been recorded and Feported to

Dr. Conard, the slides were grouped so that all slides from the same indivifual could
be reviewed and a single grade registered for each thyroid. In some cases, there had
been considerable variation in the appearance of the tissue from one area tb another.
In such cases the evidence for radiation effect was much more convincing inj some areas
than in others. Where only a single slide was available a reevaluation andj grading was
all that could be done.

When the code was broken and the judgement as to radiation changes was] matched
against the radiation exposed (so far as was known), it was found that ther was a
surprisingly close correlation between exposure and the recognition of radiftion effect
in the thyroid. See Fig. 13. Tissues from 7 of the 16 Marshallese who werg thought
to have had the greatest radiation to their thyroid had unequivocal evidence in tissues.
Most of the Marshallese were singled out as being at least suspicious. Onelfof these
that was definitely positive was considered a Marshallese control (thyroid Fissue from
post mortem examination from the hospital on Majuro) that later proved to b@ an
individual that had been exposed but had developed no gross thyroid pathology (335 rads).

Changes in the thyroids from the Japanese bomb casualties showed minor fer only
Suspicious change when they were arranged in order depending on their distayee from the
epicenter. Those nearest seemed to have the most suggestive change. This {find ing, if
Significant, was surprising because the amount of radioiodine in that fallajt was small
considering the presence of otherTadloactiveématerials that were in the falldut.

Only debatable changes were seen in the tissues from the Utah group, most of which
were not thought to have been exposed to significant fallout. One case in ]§ was
considered positive for radiation effect. At the present time, it is imposspble to
determine for certain just how much radiation exposure these individuals recbived.
Certainly the majority had not lived in the fallout area when the largest faflout occurred.
Most of these thyroids were adenomatous. ‘Some of those in which suspicion was raised
were in glands that contained considerable lymphocytic thyroiditis accompanifd by
hyperplasia. - The only gland that was classified as positive had been considfred normal
in the pathology report but in this study there seemed to be an occasional ge radiation
nucleus. .

These observations served to illustrate that subtle degrees of radiatiah changes
caused by radioiodine in the thyroid can be identified.

 



The Development of Neoplasms in Irradiated Animal and Human Thyroids

From the world wide experience now available, it seems clear that the Bevelopment
of a neoplasm, especially a malignant one, is not a common sequella of 1317] irradiation
to the thyroid in adults. Not enough is known about their occurrence in chpldren
because few children have been so treated. The reports of Sheline, Lindsayland their
associates suggest that the occurrence of nodules following 13 I is considefably more

frequent in children than adults. OthersSsuch as Crile and his associates agd Starr and
his associates have no concern about the possibility of the development of geoplasms
in children. Because of continued concern, the mmber of children treated pith ly
remains small. Thus adequate experience is not yet available. Although thd occurrence
of necplasms may be very low following 1511 treatment for hyperthyroidism 14 may be that
the doses used are so large and cellular replication so impaired that the cliances of
neoplasm formation is almost precluded.

 
The experimental designs of the studies to be described have taken intd consideratiam

several factors about which we mst learn more. 1.) The age at which neoplsms are most
likely to be produced. 2.) The dose of 131] which is sufficiently disruptihg to the
cell to induce abnormal replication but not so great that it destroys the cabacity for
replication. Presumably the most effective doses which produce neoplasms lif between
the equivalent of the tracer dose and the therapeutic dose used in man. 3.)] Determine
what other factors might promote neoplasm formation. 4.) Observe neoplasms during the
early stage of their development and the related features in the remainder of the gland
which are giving rise to neoplasms.

A number of large series of long-term rat experiments have been set up fiuring
the latter half of this contract to study the development of neoplasms of thyroid
in rats treated with various doses of It is well known from our own bxperiments
and those of others that thyroid neoplasms in the raf require more than 4 ear to develop
after continuous administration of a goitrogen or I. Hence the problem of housing
and the cost of feeding have been seriously limiting factors. In addition, fhe need for
very large series of animals with many controls has been necessary because of natural
losses and (in our earlier experience) a rather low incidence of necplasms. ]Far these
reasons and the limitation of funds, only one series of animals has been posgible at a
time.

In the past there has been controversy concerning the ease with which ngoplasms may
be produced in animals with 1317, One of the failings in mst of_the published
experiments designed to test neoplasm formation in animals given 131r has bean the
primary attention to how much of the isotope was given to the animals and nog how much
and how long it was retained. It has become apparent over a long period of qxperimentatia
that the amount retained in the thyroid may be enormously different than that] anticipated
from the amount injected and the variations in the amounts retained amng anifmls may be
very great. As a result we have resorted to individually identifying each arfimal and
Measuring its uptake and retention by in vivo amd in vitro counting. Weighing the gland
of representative animals to determine a mean thyroid weight has contributed [bo the
reliability of calculating rad dose.

The same basic experimental pattern has been followed on 5 series of rat over the
past 10 years. The same strain of Sprague-Dawley Rats from Charles River Brebding
Colony have been used exclusively through the past 5 years. A Remington diet}has been

 



given for a few days to enhance the uptake of the carrier-free dose of 131;, ich is
injected intraperitoneally.The series of animals have ranged from 35 to 250 amimals.
Several dose levels have been used in each series. The animals are individualiy marked.
In vivo counting of the uptake by each thyroid is measured at 24 hours and sdime animals
are sacrificed at this time so that the in vivo measurements may be checked Hy in vitro
counting in representative animals. The thyroids are weighed and an average [thyroid
weight determined. The dose in rads may thus be calculated for each animal. Animals
were grouped according to the doses of +311 administered. Each group was sulfiivided into
those which received chronic thiouracil in the drinking water, those which, are given
thiouracil only for 5 days before sacrifice and those given nothing but. 7” Controls
received no treatment at all.

 

Aside from those animals initially sacrificed to check precise uptake off thyroid
weight, the animals were sacrificed at infrequent in grvals for the first year and from
time to time up to 25 years. A small trace dose of I in addition tc the tpitiated
thymidine was given to the animals four hours before sacrifice. Autoradiograph
promptly prepared from microscopic sections of the thyroid serve to identify ny local
areas in the gland where 18!y utilization is different the rest of the gfard.
Because the half life of 1911 is mich shorter than the 9H in tritiated thymidine, the
131] disappears from the microscopic sections more rapidly and is essentially] gone after
two months. New autoradiographs then prepared from other microscgpic sectionf, adjacent
to those used to demonstrate 1511, show only the location of the H-thymidine] over the
muclei that were preparing to divide. Subsequent comparisons of the two autpradiogrephs
reveal two types of information about the same cluster of cells which appear both
preparations.

In order to conserve animals in later experiments, some were anesthetize@ and the
thyroid explored about the time neoplasms were first expected to appear. If farly
nodularity was found, the animals were sacrificed several days later, after the usual
presacrific= preparation. This was done not only to conserve valuable animalg, but
also to give a better idea as to when neoplasms begin and an appreciation of Bow fast
they grow.

The first full series of animals (85 males) were divided into groups amnd[civen
9, 5, 10, or 50 uc of 1317, delivering from 30,000 to 300,000 rads to the thyfoid. In
this series the 1311 was not given until the animis had grown to 110 to 135 grams.
Jnfortunately, there was a very low incidence of neoplasms (6 identified) in }hi
series, although the long term survival was not particularly good. Animals wii
ceceived the larger doses of 1311 had almost complete destruction of the thyrgid. In
animals that received lower doses, some thyroid tissue could be seen on gross|dissection.
There was only minimal architectural distortion of the follicles in this rangd.

A secomd series of rats similar to the first was prepared. Since the yidld of
teoplasms had been poor in the juvenile rats approaching maturity in the firs] series,
wanlings were used. By the time 1317 was given they weighed 55 to 85 grams. They
received 40,000 to 400,000 rads. At about 1 year an epidemic of pneumonitis qwept through
the animal farm destroying animals more by groups than by rarxiom. (It was no@ necessarily
the most heavily radiated animals that died.) Some tumors developed in survilprs,
suggesting that radiation applied to younger animals would yield a higher prolability of
eoplasms.
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Many collateral observations were made on these first two series df animals in

the course of studying the development of neoplasms. Early sacrifices Fonfirmed our
former observation that there is a temporary loss of mitotic activity shortly after

I is given as we previously reported. The abnormally large pupber af mitoses which
appear when goitrogen was given during the recovery phase from I ocd ed again.
Although neoplasms do not become manifested until much later, it may bel that they
started at this time.

In a third series of animals, the age at which 1317 was given was bven lower being
28 days; 40 to 65 grams. Althcugh a period of iodine icient diet wap again used, tr
uptake was 25 to 60% of dose, and the graded doses of I were reduced so that 5000 tc
200,000 rads were delivered to the thyroid, using 5 dose levels. A tothl of 19 animals
developed neoplasms. Although the number of animals that developed tumpbrs seems small,
it mist be kept in mind that many were sacrificed before one year and thmors were seldc
found before 14 months. Only 25 animals were allowed to survive after 24 months; 12 of
these ultimately proved to have neoplasms.

A 4th large series of animals was prepared. Since the yield of nebplasms had
increased by giving the 1311 at a younger age in the preceeding series,] this present
rinineeneetadnnber de “Seertnh str.seulewnedinniairnians eeetel bps teas:
day. There were 120 offspring. Ninety of these were given 31I on the] 16th day of lif
by intraperitoneal injection. Thirty serve. as various kinds of controis. Males und
Females were separated after weaning. Iodine deficient diet could not fe used here.
The actual rad dose delivered to these animals ranged from 300 to 17,00P rads, based on
an average thyroid weight of 7 mg. Since the neoplasms tended to appeap more often in
the lower dose range in the preceeding group of animals, lowerdoses we used here.
Furthermore, these thyroids were extremely small, so that considering ep range of the
beta ray relatively more of the beta radiation caused ionization outsidp the gland. A
total of 29 discrete neoplasms were found in this series. One of the nh radiated
controls given thiouracil chronically developed a neoplasm. There were] 8neopiasms in
animals that received only radiation and 20 had been given radiation an
thiouracil . Only 49 aninsls were permitted to live longer than 12 months;22of these
had neoplasms when sacrificed. Most of the neoplasms that developed wifhout the stim
of thiouracil cccurred in the 7,000 to 17,500 rad dose range.

Many collateral observations have been made on these series of animals. Since
tritiated thymidine radioautographs have beenmade on all thyroids in tlese 4 series,
there is a great deal of information that is just now being appreciated retrospectively
Some of these observations are as follows: Upon reviewing the non-radid*ed control
animals killed at each period of sacrifice it was found that when the qung animals are
given a 5 day course of thiouracil, the degree of rise in mitotic index|(mmber of .
labeled cells per high power field) is quite remarkable. The young unsfimulated contro.
animals showed 0.5 to 1.6 labeled nuclei while those given thiouracil sHowed 14.0 to
35.0 per high power field. In contrast the same observations on resting animals 1% to
2 years of age may reveal only one or two labeled muiclei inseveral crogs sections of a
whole thyroid lobe. When the latter are stimulated under the same cordjtions the maxim
number of nuclei labeled may be less than one per high power field.

For doses of 2300 to 2800 rads, slight temporary impairment to mitdtic activity
occurred but ultimately a maximal wight of thyroid could be produced chronic thic
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 'ineth8Oks7000 to 5000 rads there was some impairment of mitotic activity shortly after
I and some persistent impairment was demonstrable for the remainlier of the

2eethe aninal In some animals some temporary impairment was seen below —L000
ls and in some of this group of animals subsequently the maximal enlargement] of the
ind on chronic thiouracil could not be achieved. It must be recognized, howpver, that
sacity for hypertrophy declines with age so that failure to recover earlier [impairment
‘not actually be attributable to radiation. Furthermore, the capacity to respond
‘th increased mitotic activity /1 radiated animals was more like a non-radiatkd animal
a later age. With 9000 to 20,000 rads the recovery of mitotic activity at P6 days

| 5 months was not complete. With 14,000 to 30,000 the capacity for mitotic] activity
; Only about 4s that of non-radiated animals. It was at about this dose level that
y little significant increase in thyroid weight could be produced by thiourficil later
life until the animal was developing a neoplasm. Among animais sacrificed ft 4 weeks
re had been considerable temporary recovery in ability to respend to the stimulus
n after doses as high as 14,000 to 30,000 in one series and 12,000 to 15,00) in the othex
was at this level of rad dose that neoplasms were most likely to ultimately appear |
shout the added stimulus of thiouracil.

When neoplasms were clearly formed, the incidence of mitotic labeling in f-he lesion
3 usaally much greater than that in,the extranodular tissue. Only in the more
rently prepared autoradiograph for 1311 content was the iodine uptake rin of the
splasm satisfactorily demonstrated. However, as far as observations go, it Bppears
it those neoplasms with the most abundant labeling with tritiated thymidine fin nuclei
$5 little 13112. Figure 14 illustrates an autoradiograph of a solid cellular tumor wit!

I uptake.

All types of histologic patterns of thyroid neoplasms have been found. ed
pillary and follicular lesions have been the most-common thus far. Such a Iksion
shown in Figure 15. These are usually found where chronic thiouracil has heen super-
sosed on radiation. It has been discovered that most of the lesions found ifn animals
at are radiated but not given thiouracil are solid cellular lesions and mst] appear
Lte undifferentiated. One such neoplasm is seen in Figure 16. This animal fFeceived
pe of 1317 delivering 5126 rads. No thiouracil was given other than the brfief few days
stimulate acute mitotic activity. The animal was sacrificed at 18 months. The
toradiograph shows an enormous concentration of nuclei bearing the tritiated thymidine
sel at a point where the very undifferentiated neoplasm is breaking through [the capsule.
> cells that are labeled only had an opportunity to collect thymidine for ar hour and
2y only collected _it when preparing to divide. Therefore, the encrmous numitr of cells
selec speaks forarate at which these cells are miltiplying at the point of Hreak through.

By making routine tritiated thymidine autoradiographs it has been hoped that we
nt learn at what time neoplasms begin to develop following I and therefdre find
am at or near their inception. It has been assumed that any cluster of cellB destined
be a neoplasm will display a different rate of incorporation of tritiated tfhymidine
its nuclei than will cells of the surrounding tissue as shown in Figure 16 [and 17.

After 12 to 15 months radiated thyroids show some areas of variability respect
follicle size and cell size. At this time the labeling of mclei is not always >
iformly displayed. Figure 18. Although there may be no discretely encapsulated groups
celis which are clearly a neoplasm, the tendency for cell division seems mre
avalent in some areas than in others. The non-uniform distribution of labelling with ©
itiated thymidine presumably relates to the nodularity that evolves when theake glands
2 stimlated to hypertrophy. It appears that ultimately such glands will bq found to
nmtain lesions whose histologic appearance, degree of encapsulation and discretely

 



       

 

   

   

different tendency for mitotic activity will be quite evident. After review of many
thyroid preparations it appears that labeling is more often seen in areas|where normal
follicles have given way to minute microfollicles or to solid cellular argas beneen
follicles. The preliminary impression is gained that these areas repre igi
of “nodules” or actual neoplasms. Such an example is seen in Figure 19A
histologic pattern was seen in at least 2 of the Marshallese on whom we
and studied extensively. It is impossible to judge whether many of the Jesiions shoul
be classifiec as malignant. A search has been made in the lung and liver
gross dissection, the massive thyroid neoplasm has invaded msculature of
is densely adherent to the trachea and larynx. No proven distant metastages have beer
found outside of the neck thus far. Figure 20 illustrates a very extensive Lesim
invading, structuresof the neck. :

There are so many interrelated observations in these experiments that] ail
relationships are not yet appreciated. Several conclusions thus far seem flurte clear.

l. There is an increased incidence of thyroid neoplasms following
administration of 131] to rats.

3. A dose level of 131] mist be small enough that it does not i
cripple the capacity for replication but it must be large enough
produce some intrinsic damage to the cell.

4. Neoplasms are produced morereadily in the 7000 to 18,000 rad dose
range. Although rat thyroids are not totall, destroyed with dose
up to 80,000, an occasional tumor has occurred above this level.

S. With increasing doses of 1311 there is a decreased labeling with
tritiated thymidine. There is an immediate cessation of mitotic
activity for a brief period of time. With recovery from ron
destructive doses there is a supranormal rate of mitotic activity.
As time passes there is then a decline below the normal level.

6. The permanent decline in inducable mitotic activity occurs over
weeks or months depending on the magnitude of the original radiatipn
insult. °

7. The capacity to develop a hypertrophied gland under chronic thi onan
Stimulation is gradually impaired or lost depending on the size o
the dose of 117,

Participation in Other Work on Radiation Effects:

Coincident with the long term studies carried on under this contract, :
principal investigator (along with some others) has devoted a great deal of] tome >

several national problems concerned with radiation effects on the thyroid. These sre

as follows:

1. Chairman of the Steering Committee for analysis and study of almosf 38,00
patients in the Cooperative Thyrotoxicosis Therapy rollow-up Study} of
National Center for Radiological Heaith of the USPHS.
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2. Participant (with Dr. Robert A. Conard, Brookhaven National Laboyatory) in

the surveys of the Marshallese natives exposed to radioiodines ffom he
the first thermonuclear explosion.

3. Participant in the surveys of goiter in children in the Utah-Neve da Sallon
(1954) area and in special studies performed on selected individials in
that population.

The background of experience provided by this contract has provided 4n coportaity
to participate, in a major way, in studies of these issues. The study are analysis
that goes into dealing with these problems has in turn given a unique perspective =r
the experiments to be carried out in the laboratory. For example the work with the
Marshallese has contributed in several ways. First, it gave a first hand review at
the problem by seeing and examining the people. Second, it brought these people to s
which proved to be extremely valuable material. Being prepared to carry qut the suger
with a special view toward the problem and doing it in conjunction with stidies to %e
done in the laboretory immediately afterward made the most of this unique fumam sitati
Thirdly, the question of the effect of radiation in the mother having a subseqment
effect on offspring was raised. Laboratory experiments in animals resultel.

As Chairman of the Steering Committee, the principal investigator has] dewoted mach
time to analyzing the data and summarizing the results of radioicdine therppy and tumor
formation from 19 centers participating in this large study. Although t ] Patients
studied in our laboratory represent a relatively small fraction of the tot popu
in this large study of over 38,000 patients, half of which were treated wk I,
data on many of our individualpatients has proven to be the most comple oT owing yothe
opportunities furnished by this contract (See earlier part of this report}

It has been thought that such data could be the basis from which to devise and
test models that would reflect the true nature and the extent of the radiafion effex a
the thyroid in these patients. In this way it might be possible, now _that]w have te -
long time results, to discover some explanations for the success of 1317 therapy in som
patients and the failure in others or for the overly destructive effect ojthe thyrend
of still others. From data which we furnished him, Dr. A. Bertrand Brill $f Vemdertrit
University has carriedout some preliminary analysis. He feels encouraged|about gain
meaningful interpretations on the kinetics. (See Proposal for Continuatiog of Work.)
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